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Abstract

Nostalgia increases meaning in life, but how so? In four experiments—using varied operationalizations of nostalgia, diverse populations, and complementary methodologies—we identified a serial process. We hypothesized and found, in Experiment 1, that self-continuity boosts meaning in life. We hypothesized and found, in Experiment 2, that nostalgia increases meaning in life through self-continuity. Finally, we hypothesized and found, in Experiments 3-4, that nostalgia fosters social connectedness, which plausibly heightens self-continuity, which in turn strengthens meaning in life. The findings clarify an intricate pathway through which nostalgia renders life more meaningful.
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How Nostalgia Infuses Life with Meaning: From Social Connectedness to Self-Continuity

Nostalgia has existential gravitas: It infuses life with meaning. We propose that it does so by bridging one’s past with one’s present, a process reliant on social belongingness and acceptance. For the first time, we examined the causal links among these variables in four experiments. Specifically, we tested whether nostalgia fosters social connectedness, which subsequently increases self-continuity, which in turn promotes meaning. We begin by reviewing relevant literature on each of these proposed constituents of the nostalgia-meaning link before describing the corresponding experiments.

Nostalgia

Nostalgia is a self-relevant emotion (Van Tilburg, Wildschut, & Sedikides, 2017), defined as “a sentimental longing or wistful affection for the past” (The New Oxford Dictionary of English, 1998, p. 1266). Nostalgia is experienced relatively frequently (i.e., several times a week) across cultures and ages (Batcho, 1995; Hepper, Wildschut, Sedikides, Robertson, & Routledge, 2018; Hepper et al., 2014). The emotion is typically expressed in terms of narratives referring to momentous occasions from one’s life, such as graduations, weddings, vacations, or holiday dinners, in which the self constitutes the main character driving action or receiving others’ action (Batcho, 1998; Wildschut, Sedikides, Arndt, & Routledge, 2006). As such, nostalgia serves several self-functions: It activates positive self-attributes (Vess, Arndt, Routledge, Sedikides, & Wildschut, 2012), raises self-esteem (Hepper, Ritchie, Sedikides, & Wildschut, 2012; Wildschut et al., 2006), and increases optimism for one’s future (Cheung et al., 2013; Kersten, Cox, & van Enkevort, 2016).

Nostalgia is also a social emotion. It may often refer to momentous occasions from one’s personal past, but these occasions are nevertheless “peopled” (Hertz, 1990, p. 195). Indeed, content coding revealed that, although the self is the protagonist of nostalgic narratives, the self is almost always surrounded and influenced by close others (e.g., relatives, friends, romantic partners; Abeyta, Routledge, Roylance, Wildschut, & Sedikides, 2015; Holak & Havlena, 1992; Wildschut et al., 2006). By reliving the past through nostalgia, the individual symbolically reignites bonds with close others (Batcho, 1998; Cavanaugh, 1989;
Sedikides, Wildschut, & Baden, 2004). As a result, the individual experiences social connectedness, defined as a sense of belongingness and acceptance. Nostalgia indeed fosters social connectedness, typically operationalized as feeling connected with others, protected, and loved (Hepper et al., 2012; Wildschut et al., 2006; Wildschut, Sedikides, Routledge, Arndt, & Cordaro, 2010).

Finally, nostalgia is a bittersweet emotion, albeit more sweet than bitter (Sedikides & Wildschut, 2016). When asked about definitional features of the construct “nostalgia” (i.e., prototype analysis; Rosch, 1978), laypersons mention fond and rose-colored memories of one’s childhood or close relationships, keepsakes or sensory cues, and mostly positive feelings (e.g., happiness, contentment) but also negative ones (e.g., yearning, wishing to return to the past; Hepper et al., 2012). Likewise, nostalgia narratives, as indicated by content analyses, are characterized primarily by positive feelings (i.e., warmth, affection, joy, elation, tenderness, serenity) and secondarily by negative ones (i.e., sadness, irritation, loss; Batcho, 2007; Holak & Havlena, 1998). Also, nostalgic narratives contain more positive than negative affect, and nostalgia induces more positive than negative affect (Reid, Green, Wildschut, & Sedikides, 2015; Van Tilburg, Bruder, Wildschut, Sedikides, & Göritz, 2018; Wildschut et al., 2006). Taken together, when nostalgizing, the individual typically reflects on a momentous life occasion, re-views it with rose-colored glasses, and may wish to return to it. The individual feels contentment or happiness, tinged with sadness or longing.

Nostalgia and Meaning in Life

Nostalgia confers psychological benefits (Van Tilburg, Sedikides, & Wildschut, 2018) and meaning in life (MIL) is a prime example of such a benefit. MIL is defined as the subjective perception that one’s life has a measure of predictability or order (is coherent), has direction or goals (is purposeful), and has worth or value (is significant) (King, Heintzelman, & Ward, 2016; Krause & Hayward, 2014; Van Tilburg & Igou, 2013). Laboratory or field experiments induce nostalgia with reflections on one’s past (nostalgic vs. not) or song lyrics (pre-tested to be nostalgic vs. not), and subsequently assess the presence of meaning in one’s life. These studies find consistently that nostalgia increases MIL (Hepper et al., 2012; Reid et al., 2015; Routledge et al., 2011; Routledge, Wildschut, Sedikides, Juhl, & Arndt, 2012;
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Sedikides et al., 2018; for reviews, see: Routledge, Sedikides, Wildschut, & Juhl, 2013; Sedikides & Wildschut, 2018).

**Nostalgia, Self-Continuity, and Meaning in Life**

But how does nostalgia promote MIL? We propose that it does so by augmenting self-continuity, defined as a sense of connection between one’s past and one’s present (Davis, 1979; Sedikides, Wildschut, Gaertner, Routledge, & Arndt, 2008; Vignoles, 2011). Specifically, people create narratives of their own lives that tie together their changing self-concept over time. This process of building self-continuity through narratives helps people to make sense of positive and negative events, connect them to close others (e.g., parents), perceive the self as part of the broader cultural context (McLean, Pasupathi, & Pals, 2007), and, importantly, understand the current self in the context of the past self. As such, self-continuity likely engenders perceptions of one’s life as more predictable or coherent, and as more purposeful or significant—that is, as more meaningful.

There is preliminary evidence that self-continuity is linked to existential equanimity. When self-continuity (operationalized as autobiographical coherence) is threatened via a mortality salience manipulation, a compensatory reaction ensues manifesting as bolstering the order and significance of one’s life (Landau, Greenberg, Sullivan, Routledge, & Arndt, 2009). In addition, self-continuity is positively correlated with MIL (Vignoles, Regalia, Manzi, Golledge, & Scabini, 2006), although, as far as we know, no causal evidence for this relation exists.

Why does nostalgia rely on self-continuity as a vehicle that infuses life with meaning? As stated above, nostalgia entails momentous occasions from one’s life. These occasions typically are cultural rituals (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004), that is, communal traditions that capture and elucidate one’s life trajectory (i.e., how the individual travelled from prior life stages to the present one) and also serve as temporal landmarks for navigating through life (i.e., one can rely on such traditions to mark the passage of time). It is this nostalgia-elicited self-continuity, then, that will contribute to gains in MIL. Although prior investigations have documented that nostalgia augments self-continuity (Sedikides et al., 2016; Sedikides,
Wildschut, Routledge, & Arndt, 2015), no research has tested the hypothesis that self-continuity constitutes a mechanism through which nostalgia increases MIL.

**Nostalgia, Social Connectedness, Self-Continuity, and Meaning in Life**

Where does self-continuity originate? It may do so in nostalgia-induced social connectedness. As mentioned, nostalgic occasions typically comprise cultural traditions (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004) that weave the narrative thread of relational bonds. Nostalgic recollections of a childhood Christmas lunch, for example, may trigger recollections of other Christmas lunches, resulting in a cognitive storyboard of one’s relational bonds with family members over time. Such a storyboard will likely fortify self-continuity (McLean et al., 2007). As another example, nostalgic recollections of the first date during a wedding anniversary dinner may frame the relationship and one’s self-views as continuing across time and life stages. Here, again, nostalgia-derived social connectedness may reinforce the perception of a social fabric that links the past self with the present self.

Furthermore, recollections of valued relational bonds that are characteristic of nostalgia may influence one’s self-concept through an inclusion mechanism (i.e., incorporating close others into the way one currently views the self; Aron & Nardone, 2012) or a reflected appraisal mechanism (i.e., perceiving the self as close others used to do; Wallace & Tice, 2012). These mechanisms may decrease the subjective distance (D’Argembeau et al., 2008) between the person’s past self and present self, thus enabling their life trajectory to be represented as a continuous journey rather than a sequence of random events (Landau, Meier, & Keefer, 2010). For example, nostalgic recollections of a dear friends’ resilience during a troublesome life event may continue to inspire and affirm one’s own resilience in the present (inclusion process). Likewise, nostalgic recollections of grandparents’ confidence in oneself may continue to act as a fountain of one’s self-confidence (reflected appraisal process). These processes will contribute to a surge in self-continuity. Evidence has been consistent with the above link: Nostalgia fosters social connectedness, which in turn elevates self-continuity (Sedikides et al., 2016). However, no research has tested whether self-continuity fits as a critical mechanism through which nostalgia-induced social connectedness elevates MIL.
Current Research

The literature has indicated that people find MIL in nostalgia, but the process through which they do so is unclear. We set to clarify it by highlighting the role of self-continuity. In particular, we proposed three hypotheses and tested them in four experiments. According to Hypothesis 1 (H1), self-continuity strengthens MIL (self-continuity ⇒ MIL; Experiment 1). According to H2, self-continuity originates in nostalgia and subsequently strengthens MIL (nostalgia ⇒ self-continuity ⇒ MIL; Experiment 2). Finally, according to H3, the social connectedness derived from nostalgia elevates self-continuity, which then strengthens MIL (nostalgia ⇒ social connectedness ⇒ self-continuity ⇒ MIL; Experiments 3-4). We examined these hypotheses via converging practices, that is, using multiple operationalization of nostalgia (e.g., event recall, induction through music), testing both university students and community members, and adopting differing experimental manipulations (e.g., between-subjects, within-subjects).

We primarily used an experimental-causal-chain design to assess the proposed links (Spencer, Zanna, & Fong, 2005). This design involves a series of experiments that sequentially test each link within a larger mediational model. We complemented this approach with a measurement-of-mediation design (Hayes, 2013), which involves testing the proposed mediation model with correlational data.

More often than not, nostalgia elicits positive affect but not negative affect (for reviews, see: Sedikides & Wildschut, 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, et al., 2015). Importantly, nostalgia has unique effects on MIL, as well as on social connectedness and self-continuity, above and beyond positive affect and negative affect (Sedikides & Wildschut, 2016, 2018; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, et al., 2015). Nevertheless, we assessed positive affect (Experiments 2-3) and negative affect (Experiments 3), and controlled for them in subsidiary analyses, available online as supplementary materials. In each case, results were essentially unchanged when we controlled for affect. Our sample selection was guided by prior relevant studies and pragmatic considerations: We aimed for large samples within defined temporal intervals for completion (e.g., two-month periods in Experiments 2-3).
Experiment 1: Establishing a Causal Path between Self-Continuity and Meaning in Life

In Experiment 1, we tested H1, namely, that self-continuity strengthens MIL (self-continuity $\Rightarrow$ MIL). We manipulated self-continuity and assessed MIL in a sample of community members.

Method

Participants and design. We recruited, via MTurk, 220 U.S. residents (129 women, 90 men, 1 genderqueer) aged 19 to 67 years ($M = 36.09$, $SD = 11.57$). We randomly assigned them either to the high self-continuity ($n = 104$) or the low self-continuity ($n = 116$) condition. We compensated participants with $0.20.

Materials and procedure. We manipulated self-continuity by adapting a procedure introduced by Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, and Arndt (2015, Study 2). Specifically, we instructed participants in the high self-continuity condition to describe an aspect of their life that was invariant across their past and present self: “Please think of an important aspect of yourself. Specifically, try to think of an important aspect that you believe characterized you in the past, and continues to characterize you in the present.” Participants proceeded to describe in writing, for a minimum of two minutes, the relevant aspect of their life and how it made them feel. Examples of life aspects are “computer programming” and “hard worker.” We instructed participants in the low self-continuity condition to describe an aspect of their life that no longer characterized life in the present: “Please think of an important aspect of yourself. Specifically, try to think of an important aspect that you believe characterized you in the past, but no longer characterizes you in the present.” Examples are “becoming a sports enthusiast” and “retiring from the air force.”

Participants then completed a self-continuity manipulation check consisting of two items (Sedikides et al., 2016): “I feel connected with my past,” “I feel that there is continuity in my life” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .74$). Next, they completed the dependent measure, MIL. It also consisted of two items (Routledge et al., 2011): “I feel that life is meaningful,” “I feel that life has a purpose” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .91$). Response scales for both the manipulation check and the dependent measure ranged from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Results and Discussion

Manipulation check. As intended, participants reported greater self-continuity in the high ($M = 5.82, SD = 1.13$) than low ($M = 4.80, SD = 1.36$) self-continuity condition, $F(1, 218) = 36.20, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .14$. The manipulation was effective.

Meaning in life. Participants reported more MIL in the high ($M = 5.83, SD = 1.36$) than low ($M = 5.33, SD = 1.52$) self-continuity condition, $F(1, 218) = 6.53, p = .011, \eta^2_p = .03$. In support of H1, self-continuity strengthens MIL.

Experiment 2: Self-Continuity as a Mechanism through which Nostalgia Promotes Meaning in Life

In Experiment 2, we tested H2, namely, that nostalgia promotes MIL by augmenting self-continuity (nostalgia $\Rightarrow$ self-continuity $\Rightarrow$ MIL). We manipulated nostalgia using an event recall task and assessed self-continuity and MIL in a sample of university students and community member volunteers.

Method

Participants and design. We recruited, using a snowball sampling procedure, 589 Irish residents comprising University of Limerick students and members of the public (332 women, 257 men), and ranging in age from 17 to 85 years ($M = 26.07, SD = 11.22$). We randomly assigned them either to the nostalgia condition ($n = 278$) or the control condition ($n = 311$).

Materials and procedure.

Manipulation. We manipulated nostalgia with the Event Reflection Task (Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, et al., 2015). Participants reflected either on a nostalgic event (nostalgia condition) or an ordinary autobiographical event (control condition). In the nostalgia condition, participants were instructed to “… think of a nostalgic event in your life. Specifically, try to think of a past event that makes you feel most nostalgic.” In the control condition, participants were instructed to “… think of an ordinary event in your daily life. Specifically, try to think of an ordinary past event that took place in the last week.” Participants then listed four keywords capturing the respective event and provided a narrative description of it for 5 minutes. Next, they responded to two manipulation check questions
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(Wildschut et al., 2006): “Right now, I am feeling quite nostalgic,” “Right now, I am having nostalgic feelings” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; Cronbach’s α = .96).

Self-continuity. Participants completed a measure of self-continuity (Sedikides et al., 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, & Arndt, 2015) consisting of four items. The items, preceded by the stem “I feel …”, were: “connected with my past,” “connected with who I was in the past,” “important aspects of my personality remain the same across time,” “there is continuity in my life” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; Cronbach’s α = .78).

Meaning in Life. Participants completed a measure of MIL (Van Tilburg, Igou, & Sedikides, 2013, Study 6). Five items assessed the extent to which the (nostalgic or ordinary) memory elicited MIL. The items, preceded by the stem “This memory gives me …” were: “a sense of meaning,” “a sense of purpose,” “the impression that things make sense,” “a sense of value,” “a sense of significance” (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree; Cronbach’s α = .94).

Positive Affect and Negative Affect. Participants filled out the short form of the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (MacKinnon et al., 1999), which contains a 5-item positive affect subscale and a 5-item negative affect subscales. The positive affect items, preceded by the stem “To what extent do you feel …” were: “inspired,” “enthusiastic,” “determined,” “excited,” “alert” (1 = not at all, 5 = extremely; Cronbach α = .78). The negative affect items, preceded by the same stem, were: “distressed,” “afraid,” “upset,” “nervous,” “scared” (1 = not at all, 5 = extremely; Cronbach’s α = .87).

Results and Discussion

We conducted one-way ANOVAs before engaging in mediational analyses. We display correlations among variables in Table 1.

Manipulation check. As intended, participants felt more nostalgic in the nostalgia (M = 4.15, SD = 1.53) than control (M = 2.84, SD = 1.61) condition, F(1, 586) = 101.72, p < .001, ηp² = .15. The manipulation was effective.

Self-continuity. Nostalgic participants (M = 4.44, SD = 1.01) reported greater self-continuity than control participants (M = 3.58, SD = 1.18), F(1, 574) = 86.76, p < .001, ηp² =
This result replicates prior findings (Sedikides et al., 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, & Arndt, 2015).

*Meaning in life.* Nostalgic participants ($M = 3.80, SD = 1.24$) reported higher MIL than control participants ($M = 3.12, SD = 1.43$), $F(1, 582) = 36.50, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .06$. This result also corroborates prior findings (Routledge et al., 2011, 2012; Sedikides et al., 2018).

*Positive affect and negative affect.* Nostalgic ($M = 3.57, SD = 0.71$) and control ($M = 3.56, SD = 0.77$) participants did not differ on positive affect, $F(1, 583) = 0.11, p = .916, \eta^2_p = .00$. Nostalgic ($M = 2.38, SD = 0.87$) and control ($M = 2.32, SD = 0.88$) participants did not differ on negative affect either, $F(1, 583) = .596, p = .441, \eta^2_p = .00$.

*Mediation analyses.* We tested whether the effect of nostalgia (vs. control) on MIL is mediated by self-continuity, using a procedure developed by Hayes (2012; Model 4). We dummy coded the nostalgia condition ($0 =$ control, $1 =$ nostalgia). Nostalgia augmented self-continuity, $B = 0.86, S_e = 0.09, t(572) = 9.28, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .13$, which in turn predicted higher MIL, $B = 0.59, S_e = 0.04, t(571) = 13.24, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .24$. The effect of nostalgia on MIL after controlling for self-continuity, $B = 0.17, S_e = 0.11$, was not significant, $t(571) = 1.64, p = .101, \eta^2_p = .00$. Most importantly, 5,000 bias-corrected and accelerated bootstraps confirmed that the indirect effect of nostalgia on MIL via self-continuity was significant, $B = 0.50, S_e = 0.07, 0.38 < B_{95} < 0.65$, partially standardized indirect effect, $\beta_p = .36$ (Hayes, 2013). This indirect effect remained significant when we controlled for affect (see Supplementary Materials). The results are consistent with the possibility that self-continuity mediates the effect of nostalgia on MIL.

**Experiment 3: Nostalgia-Induced Social Connectedness, via Self-Continuity, Increases Meaning in Life—A Within-Subjects Test of the Full Mediational Sequence**

In Experiment 3, we tested H3, namely, that nostalgia fosters social connectedness, which is associated with greater self-continuity, which in turn strengthens MIL (nostalgia $\Rightarrow$ social connectedness $\Rightarrow$ self-continuity $\Rightarrow$ MIL). We manipulated nostalgia as a within-subjects variable in order to afford a powerful test of the hypothesis (Greenwald, 1976). Next, we assessed social connectedness, self-continuity, and MIL, as well as positive affect. Different from Experiment 2, we induced nostalgia using songs instead of event recall.
Furthermore, participants were Dutch community members recruited via a popular radio program.

**Method**

**Participants and design.** Participants were 519 residents of The Netherlands (284 women, 235 men) ranging in age from 12 to 71 years ($M = 45.60, SD = 11.32$). We relied on music’s capacity to elicit nostalgia (Barrett et al., 2010; Cheung et al., 2013, Study 3; Routledge et al., 2011, Study 1) and sampled participants from a radio station’s website. Each participant listened sequentially to two songs, a nostalgic and a happy (control) one. The design was mixed, with song (nostalgic, control) as the within-subjects factor and song order (nostalgic first, control first) as the between-subjects factor. Participants did not receive a reward for their participation.

**Materials and procedure.** We recruited visitors to the “Top2000.nl” website of the Dutch Radio 2 during December 2010 and January 2011. We issued an invitation for participation and linked it to an online survey. Those who accepted the invitation listened to a nostalgic and a happy (control) song. The nostalgic song, dating back to 1974, was “Het Dorp” (“The Village”) by Wim Sonneveld. The happy song, dating back to 1965, was “Nikkelen Nelis” (“Nickeled Nelis,” a fictional character) by the same artist.

After the first song, participants responded to five 2-item measures ($1 = not at all, 5 = very much$). The first one involved a manipulation check (Wildschut et al., 2006; Zhou, Sedikides, Wildschut, & Gao, 2008), asking whether the song made participants feel “nostalgic” and “longing for their past” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .81$). The second one involved the first putative mediator, social connectedness (Wildschut et al., 2006, 2010), asking whether the song made participants feel “connected to close others” and “loved” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .86$). The third measure involved the second putative mediator, self-continuity (Sedikides et al., 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, & Arndt, 2015), asking whether the song made participants feel “connected to your past” and “that there is continuity in your life” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .72$). The fourth one involved the dependent measure, MIL (Routledge et al., 2011, 2012), asking whether the song made participants feel that “life is meaningful” and “life has a purpose” (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .81$). The fifth and final one involved the control,
positive affect (Diehl, Jacobs, & Hastings, 2006; Hepper et al., 2012; Wildschut et al., 2006), asking whether the song made participant feel “happy” and “cheerful” (Cronbach’s α = .91). Participants responded to the same five measures after listening to the second song: manipulation check (Cronbach’s α = .88), social connectedness (Cronbach’s α = .89), self-continuity (Cronbach’s α = .79), MIL (Cronbach’s α = .96), and positive affect (Cronbach’s α = .95).

Results and Discussion

We first performed a series of 2 (song type) × 2 (song order) ANOVAs. After that, we conducted a serial mediational analysis where the effect of nostalgia on MIL was mediated by social connectedness and then by self-continuity. We display correlations among variables in Table 2. We report separate results for each song order in Supplementary Materials.

**Manipulation check.** The song type main effect was significant, $F(1, 517) = 363.42$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .41$. Participants reported higher levels of nostalgia when they listened to the nostalgic song ($M = 4.27, SD = 1.48$) than the control song ($M = 3.08, SD = 1.54$). A significant song order main effect indicated that participants reported more nostalgia when the control song was first and the nostalgia song second ($M = 3.81, SD = 1.45$) than when the nostalgia song was first and the control song second ($M = 3.54, SD = 1.23$), $F(1, 517) = 5.40$, $p = .021$, $\eta^2_p = .01$. Also, an interaction between song order and song type, $F(1, 517) = 15.75$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .03$, indicated that the nostalgic (vs. control) song increased nostalgia more when it was played first rather than second; however, the effect of song type was significant within both song orders.

**Social connectedness.** The song main effect was significant, $F(1, 517) = 193.47$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .27$. Participants reported stronger social connectedness when they listened to the nostalgic ($M = 3.25, SD = 1.40$) than the control ($M = 2.46, SD = 1.31$) song. The song order main effect was not significant, $F(1, 517) = 0.03$, $p = .873$, $\eta^2_p = .001$. We also found an interaction, $F(1, 517) = 13.22$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .03$, indicating that the nostalgic (vs. control) song increased social connectedness more when it was played first rather than second. However, the effect of song type was significant within both song orders. In replication of
prior findings (Hepper et al., 2012; Wildschut et al., 2006; Zhou et al., 2008), nostalgia fostered social connectedness.

**Self-continuity.** The song main effect was significant, $F(1, 517) = 271.87, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .35$. Participants reported greater self-continuity when they listened to the nostalgic ($M = 3.74, SD = 1.33$) than the control ($M = 2.76, SD = 1.35$) song. A significant song order main effect, $F(1, 517) = 3.89, p = .049, \eta_p^2 = .01$, indicated that participants reported greater self-continuity when the control song was first and the nostalgia song second ($M = 3.35, SD = 1.28$) than when the nostalgic song was first and the control song second ($M = 3.15, SD = 1.05$). Further, an interaction, $F(1, 517) = 9.49, p < .002, \eta_p^2 = .02$, indicated that the nostalgic (vs. control) song increased self-continuity more when it was played first rather than second; importantly, the effect of song type was significant within both orders. Replicating prior findings (Sedikides et al., 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, & Arndt, 2015), nostalgia strengthened self-continuity.

**Meaning in life.** The song main effect was significant, $F(1, 517) = 220.24, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .299$. Participants reported more MIL when they listened to the nostalgic ($M = 3.49, SD = 1.54$) than the control ($M = 2.57, SD = 1.39$) song. The song order main effect was not significant, $F(1, 517) = 1.19, p = .275, \eta_p^2 = .002$. One again, this main effect was qualified by an interaction, $F(1, 517) = 8.02, p < .005, \eta_p^2 = .02$, indicating that the nostalgic (vs. control) song increased MIL more when it was played first rather than second. Crucially, the effect of song type was significant within both song orders. Together, and in replication of prior findings (Routledge et al., 2011, 2012; Sedikides et al., 2018), nostalgia increased MIL.

**Positive affect.** The song main effect was not significant, $F(1, 517) = 0.92, p = .337, \eta_p^2 = .001$. The nostalgic and control songs elicited equivalent levels of positive affect. The song order main effect was not significant either, $F(1, 517) = 0.04, p = .851, \eta_p^2 = .001$. However, a significant interaction emerged, $F(1, 517) = 12.73, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .02$, indicating that the nostalgic (vs. control) song decreased positive affect when it was played first but marginally increased positive affect when it was played second.

**Mediation analyses.** We hypothesized a serial mediation, according to which the influence of nostalgia (vs. control) on MIL would be mediated by social connectedness and in
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This page contains a detailed analysis of the effects of nostalgia on social connectedness and self-continuity, which in turn predicts meaning in life. The study used a between-subjects design to manipulate nostalgia and assess its impact on various mediators. The authors estimated the corresponding mediation model using the procedure developed by Montoya and Hayes (2016) for testing mediation in two-condition within-subject designs. Song (nostalgic vs. control) was a predictor of social connectedness (the first mediator). Social connectedness was treated as a predictor of self-continuity (the second mediator), and self-continuity predicted MIL. Additionally, direct effects of social connectedness on self-continuity and MIL were included.

The nostalgic song, relative to control, increased social connectedness, $B = 0.80$, $S_e = 0.06$, $t(518) = 14.38$, $p < .001$, which in turn predicted higher self-continuity, $B = 0.71$, $S_e = 0.03$, $t(516) = 20.20$, $p < .001$; also, self-continuity was positively associated with MIL, $B = 0.28$, $S_e = 0.05$, $t(514) = 5.72$, $p < .001$. The direct effect of song on self-continuity remained significant, $B = 0.44$, $S_e = 0.05$, $t(516) = 8.43$, $p < .001$, as did the direct effect of song on MIL, $B = 0.30$, $S_e = 0.06$, $t(514) = 5.02$, $p < .001$. Also, a significant partial association between social connectedness and MIL emerged, $B = 0.42$, $S_e = 0.05$, $t(514) = 8.25$, $p < .001$. Most importantly, 5,000 bias-corrected bootstraps (Hayes, 2009) affirmed the significance of a serial indirect effect of nostalgia on MIL via social connectedness and self-continuity, $B = 1.57$, $S_e = 0.03$, $0.094 < B_{95} < 0.231$. This serial indirect effect remained significant when tested separately within each song order, and when controlling for positive affect (see Supplementary Materials). Nostalgia plausibly increased MIL via social connectedness and self-continuity.

Experiment 4: Nostalgia-Induced Social Connectedness, via Self-Continuity, Increases Meaning in Life—A Between-Subjects Test of the Full Mediational Sequence

In Experiment 4, we examined the replicability of Experiment 3 results, thus re-testing H3 (nostalgia $\Rightarrow$ social connectedness $\Rightarrow$ self-continuity $\Rightarrow$ MIL). We manipulated nostalgia, this time as a between-subjects variable. Albeit less powerful, such a design can provide responses that are less likely influenced by anchoring and demand characteristics.

---

1 The mediation tool by Montoya and Hayes (2016) does not (yet) offer estimation of effect sizes. To obtain an effect-size estimate, we therefore also conducted mediation analyses separately within each song order. The effect sizes of the (significant) indirect effects for each order were $\beta_p = .14$ (nostalgic song is first) and $\beta_p = .17$ (nostalgic song is second).
Subsequently, we assessed social connectedness, self-continuity, and MIL, as well as negative affect, among Dutch community members recruited via a popular radio program.

Method

Participants and design. Participants were 664 residents of The Netherlands (284 women, 235 men), who ranged in age between 14 and 67 years (\( M = 45.60, SD = 11.32 \)). They were recruited from the same website as in Experiment 3. They listened either to a nostalgic song or a control song. We relied on the same data set as Study 3 of Cheung et al. (2013). These researchers reported social connectedness, but only in showcasing its mediation of optimism. The researchers were not concerned with, and did not analyze, self-continuity or MIL. Participants did not receive a reward.

Materials and procedure. We recruited participants during December 2011 and January 2012. We used the same songs as in Experiment 3. We also used the same measures (and response scales) as in the prior experiment for: (1) manipulation check (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .80 \)), social connectedness (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .87 \)), self-continuity (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .72 \)), MIL (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .95 \)), and positive affect (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .86 \)). Finally, we assessed negative affect with two items (Hepper et al., 2012; Wildschut et al., 2006), asking whether the song made participants feel “sad” and “unhappy” (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .82 \)).

Results and Discussion

We engaged in a series of one-way ANOVAs, before carrying out mediational analyses. We present correlations among variables in Table 3.

Nostalgia. Participants reported higher levels of nostalgia when they listened to the nostalgic (\( M = 3.44, SD = 1.26 \)) than the control (\( M = 2.58, SD = 1.17 \)) song, \( F(1, 662) = 81.14, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .11 \). The manipulation was effective.

Social connectedness. Participants reported stronger social connectedness when they listened to the nostalgic (\( M = 2.88, SD = 1.17 \)) than the control (\( M = 2.32, SD = 1.13 \)) song, \( F(1, 662) = 39.04, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .06 \). In replication of Experiment 3, nostalgia fostered social connectedness.
Self-continuity. Participants reported greater self-continuity when they listened to the nostalgic ($M = 3.17, SD = 1.11$) than the control ($M = 2.37, SD = 1.09$) song, $F(1, 662) = 87.49, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .12$. In replication of Experiment 3, nostalgia strengthened self-continuity.

Meaning in life. Participants reported more MIL when they listened to the nostalgic ($M = 3.16, SD = 1.25$) than the control ($M = 2.52, SD = 1.29$) song, $F(1, 662) = 42.24, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .06$. Replicating Experiment 3, nostalgia increased MIL.

Positive affect and negative affect. The nostalgic ($M = 2.86, SD = 1.05$) and control ($M = 2.72, SD = 1.07$) songs did not elicit different levels of positive affect, $F(1, 662) = 2.87, p = .091, \eta^2_p = .004$. However, the nostalgic song ($M = 2.08, SD = 1.02$) elicited more negative affect than the control song ($M = 1.64, SD = 0.93$), $F(1, 662) = 33.30, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .05$.

Mediation analysis. We tested the same hypothesized serial mediation (nostalgia $\Rightarrow$ social connectedness $\Rightarrow$ self-continuity $\Rightarrow$ MIL) as in Experiment 3 (Figure 2). The dummy coded song (0 = control, 1 = nostalgia) predicted social connectedness, which in turn predicted self-continuity, with self-continuity predicting MIL. Also, we included direct effects of song on self-continuity and MIL along with a direct effect of social connectedness on MIL, resulting in Hayes’s (2012) PROCESS model 6.

Nostalgia, relative to control, fostered social connectedness, $B = 0.56, S_e = 0.09, t(662) = 6.25, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .06$, which predicted greater self-continuity, $B = 0.67, S_e = 0.03, t(661) = 25.30, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .49$; self-continuity was related to MIL, $B = 0.26, S_e = 0.04, t(660) = 6.89, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .07$. The direct effect of song on self-continuity remained significant, $B = 0.42, S_e = 0.06, t(661) = 6.77, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .07$, though not that of song on MIL, $B = 0.04, S_e = 0.06, t(660) = 0.72, p = .474, \eta^2_p < .001$. Also, we found a significant partial association between social connectedness and MIL, $B = 0.70, S_e = 0.04, t(660) = 19.68, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .37$. Finally, 5,000 bias-corrected and accelerated bootstraps confirmed the significant indirect effect of nostalgia on MIL through social connectedness and self-continuity, $B = 0.10, S_e = 0.03, 0.05 < B_{95} < 0.15, \beta_p = 0.08$. This serial indirect effect
remained significant when we controlled for affect (see Supplementary Materials). The results replicated those of Experiment 3, in support of H3.

**General Discussion**

**Summary and Contribution**

We were concerned with the role of self-continuity in accounting for why nostalgia increases MIL (Sedikides & Wildschut, 2018; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, et al., 2015). We formulated, tested, and supported three hypotheses: that self-continuity strengthens MIL (H1, Experiment 1); that self-continuity mediates the effect of nostalgia on MIL (H2, Experiment 2); and that self-continuity’s mediation of the nostalgia-MIL relation is itself plausibly based on social connectedness (H3, Experiment 3-4). We tested these hypotheses employing varied nostalgia inductions (event recall, songs), using different populations (students, community members), and involving both between- and within-subjects designs.

The findings contribute to several literature streams. To begin, the findings clarify why nostalgia increases MIL: It does so by fostering sequentially social connectedness and self-continuity. As such, the findings establish an intricate chain of mechanisms through which nostalgia renders life meaningful and further illustrate how nostalgia facilitates human functioning (Sedikides et al., 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, et al., 2015). By implication, nostalgia qualifies as a promising MIL intervention among populations or groups that are vulnerable to meaning-threats. For example, nostalgia may restore lack of meaning among politically disillusioned individuals (e.g., Hillary Clinton supporters in the 2016 USA presidential elections or remain voters in the 2016 UK Brexit referendum; Maher, Igou, & Van Tilburg, in press) or, more generally, among persons with chronic deficits in MIL (Chan et al., in press; Van Tilburg et al., 2013).

In addition, the findings enrich understanding of self-continuity. This construct has long regarded as fundamental. For example, philosophers (James, 1890; Parfit, 1971; Wiggins, 2001) and psychologists (Erikson, 1968; Neisser, 1988; Vignoles, 2011) have considered self-continuity a prerequisite of identity, and self-continuity indeed acts as a synthesizer of human experience (Atchley, 1989; Troll & Skaff, 1997). Furthermore, self-
continuity is linked to psychological adjustment benefits. It is positively related to subjective well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2001) and to the ability to cope adaptively with crises (e.g., job loss; Sadeh & Karniol, 2012), whereas it is inversely related to anxiety (Chandler, Lalonde, Sokol, & Hallett, 2003) and psychopathology (Lampinen, Odegard, & Leding, 2004). Our findings indicate that self-continuity is not only linked to MIL (Vignoles et al., 2006), but it also confers MIL, and, further, is part of a critical chain through which nostalgia confers MIL. By implication, self-continuity may have intervention potential, as it could be promoted through nostalgia among people coping with discontinuity in their lives, such as immigrants, first-year university or boarding-students, or families characterized by generational differences (Ogbu, 1982; Rutter, 1998; Sedikides et al., 2004).

**Experimental-Causal-Chain Design**

We tested our proposed mediation sequence using a mixture of experimental-causal-chain designs (Spencer et al., 2005) and measurement-of-mediation designs (Hayes, 2013). Specifically, we provided evidence for the following causal paths: self-continuity \( \Rightarrow \) MIL (Experiment 1), nostalgia \( \Rightarrow \) social-connectedness (Experiments 3-4), nostalgia \( \Rightarrow \) self-continuity (Experiments 2-4), and nostalgia \( \Rightarrow \) MIL (Experiment 2-4). Based on these findings alone, we can assume the following orderings of our four variables: (1) nostalgia has a causal effect on social connectedness, and (2) self-continuity has a causal effect on MIL. In addition, prior evidence supports (3) a causal effect of social connectedness on self-continuity (Sedikides et al., 2016, Experiment 4). Our theoretical model (i.e., nostalgia \( \Rightarrow \) social-connectedness \( \Rightarrow \) self-continuity \( \Rightarrow \) MIL), then, represents in integration of the above-mentioned causal links (i.e., 1-3). However, given that the causal effect of social connectedness on self-continuity has only been tested in one experiment so far (Sedikides et al., 2016, Experiment 4), we express caution in this proposed causal direction. Future experiments will do well to replicate this particular causal relation.

**Positive Affect and Negative Affect**

In Experiments 2 through 4, nostalgia had no influence on positive affect and negative affect. Several other experiments have reported similar results (e.g., Cheung et al., Study 3; Zhou, Wildschut, Sedikides, Shi, & Feng, 2012, Studies 2-4; Stephan et al., 2014, Studies 4-
5), although, more often than not, nostalgia leads to positive affect, but has little influence on negative affect (for reviews, see: Sedikides & Wildschut, 2016; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, et al., 2015). A meta-analysis is needed to establish conclusively the influence of nostalgia on affect.

The literature has indicated that nostalgia increases MIL after controlling for affect (Sedikides & Wildschut, 2016). We were therefore confident that the hypothesized impact of nostalgia on MIL would occur above and beyond affect. Regardless, we carried out analyses both before and after controlling for positive affect and negative affect (Experiments 2-4; see Supplementary Materials). Our hypotheses were supported.

Implications

We defined MIL in accordance to recent conceptualizations, that is, in terms of life coherence, purposefulness, and significance (King et al., 2016; Krause & Hayward, 2014). Preliminary evidence, though, points to the discriminability of these three facets of MIL (Martela & Steger, 2016). Future work could re-assess the role of the documented mediational sequence, in order to find out if self-continuity is likely to emerge as a more potent mediator of one facet of MIL (e.g., coherence) relative to others. Relatedly, there may be complementary paths of influence of nostalgia on MIL when examining the components of coherence, purposefulness, and significance separately. For example, a sense of significance or worth may be strongly derived from positive social relations with others, such as social connectedness (Mahadevan, Gregg, & Sedikides, 2018; Mahadevan, Gregg, Sedikides, & De Waal-Andrews, 2016; Stavrova & Luhmann, 2016).

Nostalgia grants other psychological benefits besides MIL. For example, it strengthens inspiration (Stephan et al., 2015), increases optimism (Cheung et al., 2013; Kersten et al., 2016), reinforces perceptions of authenticity (Stephan, Sedikides, & Wildschut, 2012), and boosts creativity (Van Tilburg, Sedikides, & Wildschut, 2015). A task of future research could be to examine whether nostalgia exerts these effects, in part, by strengthening self-continuity. Future research would also do well to examine other forms of self-continuity above and beyond a sense of connection between one’s past and one’s present. Continuity between one’s present and one’s future (Peetz & Wilson, 2008) is a case in point.
This form of self-continuity predicts accumulation of financial assets (Ersner-Hershfield, Garton, Ballard, Samanez-Larkin, & Knutson, 2009) and longevity among older adults (Fry & Debats, 2011). Does nostalgia predict such monetary or physical health benefits, and does it do so by augmenting perceived continuity between one’s present and one’s future?

In Experiment 2, we adopted a snowball sampling technique for methodological and practical reasons. In particular, we aimed for a large sample that extended beyond university students. The snowball technique helped us achieve our aim in a relatively low population density community of the Irish South West. We acknowledge a potential downside of the snowball technique, namely, that participant recruitment is not random (although assignment to conditions was).

Lastly, our work tested Western samples (i.e., American, Irish, Dutch). Given the panculturality of nostalgia (Hepper et al., 2014; Sedikides, Wildschut, Routledge, Arndt, & Zhou, 2009; Zou, Wildschut, Cable, & Sedikides, 2018), we would expect for our findings to replicate in other cultures as well, a proposition that needs empirical verification. Furthermore, such cross-cultural examinations may want to take into account potential differences in the links among social connectedness, self-continuity, and with MIL, especially given the relative paucity in cross-cultural investigations on the precursors and components of MIL. Such investigations could clarify whether culture moderates the potency of the links among these variables.

**Coda**

We aimed to explicate the relation between nostalgia and MIL. Earlier research established that nostalgia increases MIL, but the underlying processes remained elusive. In four experiments, we tested the intervening roles of social connectedness and self-continuity in the relation between nostalgia and MIL. We found that nostalgia fosters social connectedness, which plausibly heightens self-continuity, which in turn strengthens MIL. The findings elucidate the intricate pathways through which nostalgia makes life more meaningful.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Self-Continuity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Meaning in Life</td>
<td>.53***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Positive Affect</td>
<td>.20***</td>
<td>.20***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Negative Affect</td>
<td>-.11**</td>
<td>-.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
Table 2: *Correlations among Variables (Experiment 3)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Social Connectedness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Self-Continuity</td>
<td>.78***</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Meaning in Life</td>
<td>.77***</td>
<td>.76***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Positive Affect</td>
<td>.54***</td>
<td>.53***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: *** p < .001. Correlations were estimated with data of song orders combined.*
Table 3: Correlations among Variables (Experiment 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Social Connectedness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Self-Continuity</td>
<td>.72***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Meaning in Life</td>
<td>.57***</td>
<td>.62***</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Positive Affect</td>
<td>.52***</td>
<td>.53***</td>
<td>.55***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Negative Affect</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.28***</td>
<td>.23***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** p < .001.
Figure 1: *Mediational Sequence (Nostalgia ⇒ Social Connectedness ⇒ Self-Continuity ⇒ Meaning in Life) in Experiment 3.*

Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
Figure 2: *Mediational Sequence (Nostalgia ⇒ Social Connectedness ⇒ Self-Continuity ⇒ Meaning in Life) in Experiment 4.*

Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.